So you’ve taken ALEKS, now what?

View your course placement results by logging into your ALEKS account or by meeting with a KCC academic advisor.

You can improve your initial score with practice! Studies show students who spend time in the Prep & Learn Module within the account can improve their math skills. In fact, our research indicates that those students not only increase their math course placement, but are also 10% more likely to pass their math course with a “C” or better.

Complete the online practice test at home (unproctored).

Proceed to proctored attempts.

- All proctored attempts must be completed within 6 months after your unproctored practice test.
- There is no fee for the online practice test or 4 official (proctored) attempts.

1st official attempt (Proctored in Testing Center) – Must be at least 24 hours after your unproctored online practice test. Recommended: Spend 3 or more additional hours in Prep and Learning modules before the 1st official attempt.

2nd - 4th official attempt (Proctored in Testing Center) – Must be at least 24 hours between each attempt. Required: Spend at least 5 additional hours in Prep and Learning modules before each attempt.

More information on ALEKS: www.kcc.edu/aleks-math

ALEKS lab (ROOM L347)
Before taking your ALEKS exam, you can practice in our ALEKS lab!

Additional assistance from KCC Testing Services:
815-802-8530
www.kcc.edu/testingservices
TestingCenter@kcc.edu
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